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"For me Dr. Quill is a heroÃ¢â‚¬â€¢a physician with a head and a heart." Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Betty Rollin,

author of Last Wish This book looks squarely at how patients can make crucial decisions and take

charge of the end of their lives. This book is a resource for anyone who fears unnecessary suffering

and excessive medical intervention at that point. It helps readers think through and then complete

advance directives, and also to take a more active role when they or a family member becomes

terminally ill. Through real-life stories and his own experience, Dr. Quill explores what measures a

patient can choose to prolong life and how to forgo such measures if they begin to extend a painful

death, choosing instead approaches such as comfort care which emphasize quality more than

quantity of life. Finally, Dr. Quill speaks out on physician-assisted suicide and why he helped a

long-term patient of his, stricken with leukemia, to take her life when her suffering became

intolerable. He asks for regulation, rather than denial, knowing that many patients and doctors ofen

face this question at times of crisis.
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A University of Rochester professor of medicine and psychiatry and former medical director of a

hospice, Quill contends that the care of people with terminal illnesses is among the "highest

callings" of physicians. But, he argues, medical institutions as well as the legal system wrongly limit

the choices available to such patients. Unsentimentally relating stories from his own practice and

those of colleagues, Quill explains the various options afforded by living wills, health care proxies

and "comfort care" (treatment limited to alleviating patient suffering). While he avers that "I would be



willing to fight substantial medical battles to continue living," Quill defines certain circumstances

under which a rational patient should have the right to choose death and to enlist the aid of a

physician to ensure "death with dignity." Quill's perceptive, empathetic exploration will help readers

to make informed decisions in tragic situations. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

A persuasive argument for giving the severely ill, and those facing a lingering death, options about

levels of care, as well as the right to a dignified death. Former hospice-director Quill (Medicine and

Psychiatry/University of Rochester) made headlines in 1991 with an article in the New England

Journal of Medicine (reprinted here) describing how he assisted a terminally ill woman to commit

suicide. Stories of other patients' dire experiences reinforce Quill's contention that medicine's

traditional focus on fighting death to the end must be balanced by a humane philosophy of ``comfort

care'' that concentrates on relieving suffering and improving the quality of life--even at the risk of

shortening it. Comfort care, the author says, offers the terminally ill the chance to live their

remaining time with less pain and more peace of mind, as well as the possibility of dying with more

dignity, control, and support. Quill argues that the question of physician-assisted suicide should be

examined anew, and he proposes some clinical guidelines to stimulate discussion. Unlike Derek

Humphry (Final Exit, 1992) or Jack Kevorkian (Prescription: Medicine, 1991), Quill operates in the

mainstream, urging cautious exploration and carefully considered changes in public policy.

Meanwhile, he urges readers to prepare advance directives to guide their own medical treatment in

the event of loss of mental capacity, and he includes samples of a living will and a health-care proxy

statement, along with instructions on their use. In a final chapter, Quill sets specific tasks for

potential patients (meaning all of us), physicians, institutions, and policy-makers concerned with

modifying society's response to the life-and-death issues he has raised. A thoughtful,

well-documented addition to the often high- pitched debates on this emotional subject. -- Copyright

Ã‚Â©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

A careful and compassionate exploration of the difficult issues that are best addressed before the

realization of one's mortality. I hope to have a doctor like Dr. Quill when my time comes.

Assisted physician suicide is a good example of a forest vs. trees debate. Those who focus on the

broad religious and societal interests in preserving life at all costs tend to conclude that the forest



(society) is more important than individual patients (the trees), while those who support patient

choice at the end of life tend to focus upon the trees. Timothy Quill is a forest ranger who is focused

on the trees.Quill's book is almost totally devoid of the philosophical arguments which permutate the

end of life debate. Instead his book is a pragmatic discussion of real cases, real people and real

solutions. His sympathies are with the patient who is dying, not the physician who views death as a

defeat to be delayed, at any cost, for as long as technology will permit. Quill is less interested in the

patient's soul and much more interested in the patient's dignity. Fighting for life at any cost is an

acceptable alternative, so long as it too is the result of an informed decision making process in

which the patient is not only involved but is the ultimate decision maker.Quill's goal is to change the

rules but so far he has been unsuccessful. What Quill demonstrates "between the lines" of his book,

however, is that if a patient knows the rules, is willing to bend the rules, and chooses sympatric

caregivers who play by the patient's rules, the patient can exercise great control over his or her end

of life choices. Bending the rules may not work all the time, but knowing the rules substantially

changes the odds in the patient's favor. Even Quill, however, makes a distinction between a

competent, terminally ill patient who retains enough strength to be the final actor and one who is too

ill to sct alone. The former, in Quill's view, is entitled to the physician's assistance; the latter is not.

One unintended consequence of this distinction is that it may force some people to resort to a

premature unassisted suicide rather than take the risk of slipping into the later category. On the

other hand, the patient who waits too long to learn the rules will often find that he or she has lost

control to doctors whose interest is more in medical technology than the emotional and

psychological well being of their patient.In the final analysis, the debate over end of life choices is

less a debate over philosophy and religion than it is over process. The gulf between those who fear

allowing people to choose death is a slippery slope and those who believe the wishes of the patient

are paramount often disappears when presented with the facts of a particular case. The big

distinction is often whether assistance should be given openly or covertly. Even those who believe

that governmental neutrality on physician assisted suicide is the first step toward a de-humanization

of society will have to deal with their own death and that of their love ones. They too may benefit

from Quill's pragmatic approach and want to adopt, in their own case, some of his suggestions,

even if they are afraid to permit "everyman" to do the same.

The information in this book is helpful for all who are mature enough to decide to make a choice. It

outlines putting a plan into motion. Just basic information we all should have on hand. No morality

involved.
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